CULPEPER COUNTY UTILITY SCALE SOLAR EXPERIENCE

Timeline/Background

- **Mid/Late 2017** - Planning Department learns of interest of Utility Scale Solar Development in Culpeper.

- **10/2017** - BOS adopts minor changes to existing zoning definitions of Public Utilities and Utility Facilities/Primary Generation. This code change also clarifies that any utility scale solar facility requires a conditional use permit in the county’s Agricultural/Rural Area zoning districts.

- **4/2018** – BOS adopts first Utility Scale Solar Facility Development Policy. Policy establishes general guidelines for review of projects, information desired, and establishes draft/example conditions. Policy creates a more fluid document for BOS to amend given how quickly the utility scale solar world in VA is evolving.

- **11-12/2018** – Staff/BOS consider changes to policy (such as establishing a cap for this land use, requiring an “offtaker or purchase” agreement with application to discourage speculative development). BOS decides not to pursue amendments to policy at that time.
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Policy

➢ References Title 67, Section 67-103 from Code of VA/Commonwealth Energy Policy
➢ Establishes local processing parameters for Utility Solar Requests
➢ Establishes Guidelines/Important Issues for Review of Utility Solar Requests such as:

1. Desire of County to protect Historic Resources
   a) Restrict utility scale from DHR designated Core Battlefield areas. Require significant buffering from other significant historic resources.

2. Desire of County to protect its Agricultural and Rural Heritage
   a) Size and scale should be considered.
   b) Siting of facilities on Prime Agricultural soils is discouraged.
   c) Mass grading should be limited
   d) Plan should be developed to minimize visual impact (major concern thus far)

3. Applicant should provide local Economic benefits analysis.

4. Applicant must provide a Decommissioning Plan/Secured by Surety

5. Applicant must consider/identify/mitigate impacts associated with construction (Noise, traffic, stormwater management, etc.)

6. Cumulative impact of previously approved or permitted sites shall be considered.
UTILITY SCALE SOLAR CONSIDERATIONS MAP - SIMPLE TOOL TO HIGHLIGHT AREAS OF CONCERN AS DELINEATED IN BOS ADOPTED POLICY (PRODUCED IN HOUSE WITH GIS)
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PROJECTS CONSIDERED (4 PROJECTS CONSIDERED)

❖ CULPEPER NORTH SOLAR, LLC (VA SOLAR, LLC & CYPRESS CREEK RENEWABLES) – 20 MW PROPOSAL (195 ACRES) , 2 LANDOWNERS
   • BOS denies request 9/2018. – Concerns with area Comp Plan, area character (openness of project), long distance from main electrical transmission line (115KV currently being upgraded to 230KV by Dominion), safety during construction based on area roads, among other concerns.

❖ GREENWOOD SOLAR, LLC (OPEN ROAD RENEWABLES, NEXTERA ENERGY) – 100 MW PROPOSAL initially, (1,000 ACRES), MULTIPLE LANDOWNERS
   • Submitted – 3/2018, PC had a couple of work sessions/public hearings, Recommend Denial (5-4 vote) on 8/2018.
   • 10/2018 - BOS approves (3-2 vote, with 2 abstentions) modified version of request, 80MW request deleting some of more visible areas of project as well as areas located within Civil War Battlefield Study Area. 35 conditions of approval were also imposed on this project,
   • Site plan for construction has not been submitted as of yet. Applicant under local code has two (2) years from date of use permit approval to start construction or commence operation.
Projects Considered Cont. (4 Projects Considered)

- **Cricket Solar, LLC (BayWa, RE)** – 80MW proposal (804 acres), multiple landowners involved.
  - Submitted 12/2018, PC has conducted a couple of work sessions, first public hearing with PC set for August 14, 2018.

- **Mt. View Farm, LLC (Standard Solar)** – 20MW proposal (195 acres) 1 landowner. Western part of county, long distance away from any major transmission line.
  - Submitted 12/2018. No work sessions or hearings have been conducted at this time. Application to date is largely incomplete and applicant has repeatedly asked for deferrals for his application request.
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**Uniqueness/Challenges/Concerns of Utility Scale Solar**

- **Large Land Areas involved. Very unique compared to most other land use considerations.**
  - Leads to more adjacent property owners being involved, impacted which leads to more dynamic and challenging, and more complex public process!
  - Concerns relative to grading, stormwater, long term maintenance of landscaping, etc.
  - Significant construction activity for Rural Areas (Pile driving, truck traffic, etc.). Concern relative to construction inspections and impact to county staffing.

- **Relatively New Land Use (at least in VA)**
  - Technologies continue to evolve. Proposals thus far are for long term/temporary land uses. Therefore items like decommissioning become very important, returning land to original condition after solar use in not viable any longer.
  - Education of industry in general has been fast and furious! Trying to learn about utility scale solar and its impacts/benefits has been and continues to be challenging.
  - Very diverse opinions on the use of utility scale solar in general at this time, makes for lively debates!
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Uniqueness/Challenges/Concerns of Utility Scale Solar (cont.)

➢ Local Economic Benefits of Utility Scale Solar?
  • Current state taxing parameters severely limits local tax revenue benefits. This certainly affects local decision making.
  • Are other job producing industries really attracted to localities with this land use?
  • There does appear to be a significant financial benefit to landowners involved which can positively benefit the locality.
  • Construction activity should produce a short term economic benefit to existing businesses.
  • Will too much of this land use negatively affect other important economic drivers for the County such as the Agricultural industry, Agritourism/Historic/Rural Heritage Tourism potential.

➢ Process
  • State permitting process (DEQ, Permit By Rule) – Locality approval is just one step in process. Stronger Coordination between state agencies and localities is needed! We didn’t know about projects filing their DEQ “Notice of Intent” until project were fairly far along in most cases. “What comes first chicken or the egg?” Localities could really benefit from studies required by state permitting process.
  • Culpeper will need to continue to monitor best practices for this land use and evaluate which land use tools are best to implement when processing any future utility scale solar project. (Conditional Use Permit, Rezoning, Ordinance Amendments, Policies, etc.).
  • It will be very important for localities to continue to have a say how this land use is processed as each locality in VA is very different.